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I’m All Wet, But I Am Clean

T

hose of you that have been
following this column in
ArrowTrade over the past
few months know that I occasionally give you an intimate glance
into my personal life. This month
I reached a new low in that regard
so I must warn you that this column contains adult material that
may not be suitable for children.
As a matter of fact I am not sure it
is even well suited for serious
adults. In any case you have been
warned.
It seems as if all of us involved
in the archery industry got here
through our passion for archery
and bowhunting. We all thought
how wonderful it would be to
actually work with something we
love and as a side benefit we would
also get to hunt and shoot all the
time. Right? Wrong!
It seems as if I am working harder since I retired from my real job
and am now totally involved in the
archery industry. I work out of an
office in my home. You would think it
would be a relaxing atmosphere
where I could slip into the kitchen
and get a glass of milk and some
cookies anytime or take a break to
play with the dog. I should be able to
shoot a few arrows every afternoon
and get to hunt every day in the season. Makes sense but it doesn't seem
to be happening that way. I said to
my wife the other day that I wished I
was still working at my old job.
"Why?" she asked. "Because, anytime I wanted to take a break I simply left the office," I replied. "Now
that I work from my home I never get
a break."
Between my writing and business consulting activities I am constantly talking with people all over
the country from different time
zones. The problem is they all work
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dripping wet with a towel wrapped
around me trying to find where I
left the phone after my last call.
Last week I gave up and decided to take the phone into the bathroom with me to eliminate a possible streaking incident. I stepped
into the shower and let the steaming hot water flow over my broad
shoulders and glistening rippling
muscles. (Hey, give me a break.
Some people sing in the shower, I
dream.) Then just like clockwork
the phone rang. Turning off the
water, I answered the phone and
after a few minutes of business
talk turned the shower back on
pleased that my planning had paid
By John Kasun off. What I wasn't planning on was
the phone ringing three more
in an office while I work out of my times in rapid succession as I turned
home. While they can be out of the the water off and on again.
office, I have a hard time being out of
Finally the phone went silent
my house so I am getting calls at all and I found myself standing in the
hours of the day and often well into shower soaking wet. As I reached for
the night. Now I don't really mind a towel it hit me. I was so busy
the hectic pace but I would like to get answering the phone that I could not
a little break when I have to answer remember if I had actually washed
nature's call. My wife hardly ever myself or just got wet. I stood there
answers the phone because she for a moment in utter confusion.
knows it is normally for me, which There was only one thing to do, slowled to my recent X-rated episode.
ly I hung up the towel, closed the
I like to get up early and start shower door and started all over
writing before the phone starts ring- again.
ing but I noticed lately it never
A few minutes later I walked into
seems to work. I am normally up the kitchen and found my wife sitearly and the first thing I do is read ting at the kitchen table reading the
the morning paper, grab some paper with her morning cup of cofbreakfast and then spend a little fee in hand. Just as I sat down the
quiet time in the bathroom before phone rang and I buried my head in
my work day starts. That is my plan my hands in total disbelief. Looking
but lately it seems as if the bathroom up from her paper my wife said,
door has a switch wired to it. Just like "The phone sounds like it is coming
clockwork, no matter how early or from the bathroom. What in the
how late I get into the bathroom, two world is the phone doing in the bathminutes after the door closes the room?"
phone rings. Ten seconds later, with
"Don't ask," I replied. "Please
the phone ringing loudly, I find don't ask."
myself running through the house
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Re-Inventing the Crossbow
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Cocking & Un-Cocking Your
Crossbow is Now as Easy
as Pushing a Button

ParkerBows.com/ArrowTrade3
See the Concorde in action.

The Innovative Quick Draw System Features:
Push Button Simplicity
Effortless Operation
Whisper Quiet
Fast - Two Second Cocking
Convenient, Refillable 9 oz CO2 Bottle
Uncock with Push-Button Ease

To see more
RED HOT Crossbow
Accessories, visit
redhotcrossbows.com!
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www.ParkerBows.com

1-800-707-8149

RED HOT Roller
Rope Cocker
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RED HOT Broadheads
& Carbon Arrows
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MADE

IN THE USA

NEW For 2012

ONZA 3 Pro
Bengal Pro
ALL THE FEATURES
OF A $1000 BOW...

Roto
Roto

Limb Cup

Check out bow videos
at martinarchery.com

Visit the largest archery website!
Archers Helping Archers at Archerytalk.com
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for HUNDREDS less!

